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- it helps to have a publication that serves as initial evidence

- unpublished preliminary work is valuable as it helps when 
writing technical sections — gives reviewers sense that you 
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Figure 1: Research planned as part of this proposal and potential future work

Specifying compositional compiler correctness for a multi-language world Informally, if a component
eS compiles to a component eT then compiler correctness should require that eS is “equivalent” to eT . But
how can we formalize this notion of “equivalence” between source and target components? Observe that
to use a compiled component eT , we will link it with some other target-level component e0T to obtain a
whole program that can be run. Intuitively, therefore, compiler correctness should guarantee that the opera-
tional behavior of this resulting target program is the same as the operational behavior of eS linked with e0T .
Therefore, to formally state that “a component is compiled correctly,” we need to formalize the semantics
of interoperability between source and target code. For a multi-pass compiler we propose to do this in a
modular fashion. For instance, if the compiler consists of two passes, from source language S to intermedi-
ate language I to target language T , we define a combined language SIT that embeds these three languages
and formalizes the semantics of interoperability between each pair of adjacent languages using boundaries
in the style of Matthews and Findler’s multi-language semantics [43]. We can stack these boundaries to
allow interoperability between the source and target of the compiler, e.g., SI(IT (eT )), which we abbrevi-
ate to SIT (eT ), allows a target component eT to be used from within an S-language expression. Compiler
correctness can now be stated as observational equivalence in the combined language: if eS compiles to eT ,
then eS is observationally equivalent to SIT (eT ). Direct proofs of observational equivalence—also known
as contextual equivalence—are known to be intractable. We will define a logical relation for the combined
language that corresponds to contextual equivalence and use that to carry out the proof of compiler correct-
ness. Note that we do not use the multi-language semantics for running actual multi-language programs;
its purpose is to serve as a specification of the desired source-target relationship, allowing us to state and
prove compiler correctness. This specification also enables reasoning about the whole-program behavior of
eT linked with e0T in terms of the whole-program behavior of eS linked with SIT (e0T ). Most importantly,
note that we have not imposed any restrictions on the provenance of e0T . We give further details in Section 2.

Why ML and Rust? We focus on the statically typed languages ML and Rust because they offer more
interesting semantic challenges for interoperability: that is, one of our goals is to try to maximize interoper-
ability with less precisely typed and type-unsafe components while ensuring that those interactions respect
the ML or Rust type system. We believe that these interoperability challenges make compositional compiler
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program takes a step then it continues to be well formed SSA; and if the program is well formed then either
it can take a step or it is in one of the defined set of stuck states. Vellvm also provides a set of tools to extract
LLVM IR from Coq so it can be processed by the standard LLVM tools. Vellvm gives us a useful starting
point; without the Vellvm formalization the current proposal would not be feasible!

Tyllvm: statically type-safe LLVM IR As a starting point we will identify a statically type-safe subset
of the LLVM IR as formalized in Vellvm and modify Vellvm’s static safety theorems so that the progress
lemma holds without the possibility of a well formed program configuration being stuck. This will require
eliminating arbitrary casts, memory deallocation (free), and anything that leads to undefined behavior
(undef) from the language. We will then extend the type system with polymorphism and existential types
and any other extensions needed to develop a type-preserving compiler from our idealized ML (source
language M) to Tyllvm (target language T).

Tentatively, the compiler will consist of four languages and three passes: a closure conversion pass from
M to C, an explicit allocation pass (where the data representation strategy is made explicit) from C to A, and
code generation pass from A to T.

Multi-language for compiler correctness (MCAT) To state compiler correctness, we will embed all
four of the compiler’s languages into a combined language MCAT by defining interoperability between the
adjacent languages in the compilation pipeline. The design of the interoperability semantics between M and
C (for the closure conversion pass) and between C and A (for the explicit allocation pass) is already well
understood. We will leverage the multi-language and logical relation from our recent work with Perconti [52]
which covers closure conversion and explicit allocation for System F with recursive types. In preliminary

work with the PI’s student Phillip Mates, we have already proved compositional correctness of closure
conversion in the presence of ML-style mutable references. The presence of mutable references required a
novel extension to our logical relation for the multi-language system. We expect to be able to extend our
explicit allocation pass with mutable references in a similar manner.

The design of an interoperability semantics between language A and Tyllvm (i.e., for the code generation
pass) will present interesting challenges. In the language A, code still has a compositional structure even
though tuples and closures are allocated on the heap—that is, a component is a simply a term eA. However,
at the Tyllvm level, that compositional structure is lost. To define interoperability between A components
and T (Tyllvm) components, we first have to identify what exactly constitutes a Tyllvm component—that is,
since there are no “terms” in Tyllvm, what is the shape of an eT that we can put under a boundary AT eT ?

Fortunately, in preliminary work with Perconti, we have already answered this question in the context of
an idealized typed assembly language (TAL), which is even more lower level that Tyllvm!3 For the purpose
of the multi-language semantics, a TAL (or Tyllvm) component is comprised of a number of basic blocks.
Thus, eT denotes a pair (b0,b) of the currently executing basic block b0 and the rest of the blocks b that
comprise that component (which corresponds now to a Tyllvm function body). The next question is how
do we run the term AT eT ? As in Section 2, intuitively we want to run eT till we have a value vT and
then convert that value to the language A. But running the eT in Tyllvm will ultimately end with a return
instruction. How do we distinguish between a normal return within Tyllvm from a return to language A?
The solution is to introduce a special ret-to-A pseudo-instruction as part of the extensions we make when
defining the multi-language semantics. When AT eT has reduced to AT (ret-to-A vT ), we simply convert
vT to an A value in the usual type-directed manner. We are reasonably confident that we will be able to use
ideas from our TAL work to design interoperability between A and Tyllvm. The only caveat is the added
complexity added by Tyllvm’s SSA form. We will investigate whether it might be helpful to leverage a
proper type system to keep track of the various invariants required for SSA form, along the lines proposed

3Specifically, our TAL does not have call and ret instructions, which makes it harder to identify the beginning and end of a
component. For TAL, we had to add support to the type system to keep track of where the return address was at any point in time,
and identify jumps to a return address as the end of a component. Fortunately, we will not have to do that for Tyllvm.
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PI mentored a female freshman at Northeastern, Kaila Corrington, who is now a sophomore majoring in
Computer Science and has twice served as a teaching assistant—referred to as “tutors” at Northeastern—for
the introductory CS class.

The PI has been a speaker at the NSF and ACM-SIGPLAN sponsored Programming Languages Men-
toring Workshop (PLMW) in 2012 and 2013. She was a co-organizer for the 2014 edition of PLMW (with
Benjamin Pierce and Alan Schmitt). PLMW is aimed at broadening the participation of women and under-
represented minorities in the field of programming languages. PLMW is co-located with POPL each year.
It brings many undergraduate, masters, and first- and second-year PhD students to the POPL conference and
introduces them to the field of programming language theory. The PI has also been an organizer of the NSF
and ACM-SIGPLAN sponsored Oregon PL Summer School (OPLSS) in 2013 and 2014, in addition to lec-
turing at OPLSS the last three years. The PI will continue to work intensively with undergraduates. While
at Indiana, she worked with William Bowman, who is currently pursuing his PhD in PL at Northeastern.

5 Schedule of Proposed Work

We present a timeline for our proposed work in Table 1. The PI realizes that the proposed work is substantial
and the schedule overly ambitious for a single PI and student, but plans to augment the NSF funding with
gifts from industry and work in collaboration with colleagues at Northeastern and Mozilla Research.

Task Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Verified compiler: ML to type-safe LLVM (Research Task 1)

Type-safe LLVM (Tyllvm) and type-preserving compiler from ML
Multi-language design, logical relation, compiler correctness

Tyllvm GT: Interoperability of type-safe and type-unsafe LLVM (RT 2)
Interop when type-safe supports only LLVM types
Interop when type-safe supports abstract types
Extend ML compiler correctness proofs to target Tyllvm GT
Compiler: Tyllvm GT to LLVM IR

Verified compiler: Rust to Tyllvm⌦ GT (RT 3)
Tyllvm⌦: type-safe LLVM with affine types
Type-preserving compiler from Rust to Tyllvm⌦

Multi-language, logical relation, compiler correctness
Tyllvm⌦ GT: Interop of affine types with unrestricted and unsafe
Extend Rust compiler correctness proofs to target Tyllvm⌦ GT

Educational tasks
Textbook on Logical Relations
Course development and refinement
Developing and offering summer school courses

Table 1: A rough schedule for accomplishing the research and educational goals of this proposal.

6 Previous Work and Accomplishments

To conduct the research outlined in this proposal requires expertise in a mix of topics. The PI is an expert
on the logical relations proof method and the semantics of mutable state, both of which will factor heavily
in this project. Over the last decade, her work has shown how to scale logical relations to languages with
increasingly sophisticated features, including higher-order state, polymorphism, and concurrency [16, 11,
12, 5, 9, 23, 64]. Her recent worked has shown how to scale logical relations to multi-language systems in
order to reason about parametricity and equivalence [42, 8, 52].

The PI is also an expert on gradual typing, contracts, multi-language semantics [42, 14, 10, 8, 52] and,
specifically, has worked on secure interoperability between polymorphic and dynamically typed code [42,
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Multi-language for compiler correctness (MCAT) To state compiler correctness, we will embed all
four of the compiler’s languages into a combined language MCAT by defining interoperability between the
adjacent languages in the compilation pipeline. The design of the interoperability semantics between M and
C (for the closure conversion pass) and between C and A (for the explicit allocation pass) is already well
understood. We will leverage the multi-language and logical relation from our recent work with Perconti [52]
which covers closure conversion and explicit allocation for System F with recursive types. In preliminary

work with the PI’s student Phillip Mates, we have already proved compositional correctness of closure
conversion in the presence of ML-style mutable references. The presence of mutable references required a
novel extension to our logical relation for the multi-language system. We expect to be able to extend our
explicit allocation pass with mutable references in a similar manner.

The design of an interoperability semantics between language A and Tyllvm (i.e., for the code generation
pass) will present interesting challenges. In the language A, code still has a compositional structure even
though tuples and closures are allocated on the heap—that is, a component is a simply a term eA. However,
at the Tyllvm level, that compositional structure is lost. To define interoperability between A components
and T (Tyllvm) components, we first have to identify what exactly constitutes a Tyllvm component—that is,
since there are no “terms” in Tyllvm, what is the shape of an eT that we can put under a boundary AT eT ?

Fortunately, in preliminary work with Perconti, we have already answered this question in the context of
an idealized typed assembly language (TAL), which is even more lower level that Tyllvm!3 For the purpose
of the multi-language semantics, a TAL (or Tyllvm) component is comprised of a number of basic blocks.
Thus, eT denotes a pair (b0,b) of the currently executing basic block b0 and the rest of the blocks b that
comprise that component (which corresponds now to a Tyllvm function body). The next question is how
do we run the term AT eT ? As in Section 2, intuitively we want to run eT till we have a value vT and
then convert that value to the language A. But running the eT in Tyllvm will ultimately end with a return
instruction. How do we distinguish between a normal return within Tyllvm from a return to language A?
The solution is to introduce a special ret-to-A pseudo-instruction as part of the extensions we make when
defining the multi-language semantics. When AT eT has reduced to AT (ret-to-A vT ), we simply convert
vT to an A value in the usual type-directed manner. We are reasonably confident that we will be able to use
ideas from our TAL work to design interoperability between A and Tyllvm. The only caveat is the added
complexity added by Tyllvm’s SSA form. We will investigate whether it might be helpful to leverage a
proper type system to keep track of the various invariants required for SSA form, along the lines proposed

3Specifically, our TAL does not have call and ret instructions, which makes it harder to identify the beginning and end of a
component. For TAL, we had to add support to the type system to keep track of where the return address was at any point in time,
and identify jumps to a return address as the end of a component. Fortunately, we will not have to do that for Tyllvm.
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Figure 1: Research planned as part of this proposal and potential future work

Specifying compositional compiler correctness for a multi-language world Informally, if a component
eS compiles to a component eT then compiler correctness should require that eS is “equivalent” to eT . But
how can we formalize this notion of “equivalence” between source and target components? Observe that
to use a compiled component eT , we will link it with some other target-level component e0T to obtain a
whole program that can be run. Intuitively, therefore, compiler correctness should guarantee that the opera-
tional behavior of this resulting target program is the same as the operational behavior of eS linked with e0T .
Therefore, to formally state that “a component is compiled correctly,” we need to formalize the semantics
of interoperability between source and target code. For a multi-pass compiler we propose to do this in a
modular fashion. For instance, if the compiler consists of two passes, from source language S to intermedi-
ate language I to target language T , we define a combined language SIT that embeds these three languages
and formalizes the semantics of interoperability between each pair of adjacent languages using boundaries
in the style of Matthews and Findler’s multi-language semantics [43]. We can stack these boundaries to
allow interoperability between the source and target of the compiler, e.g., SI(IT (eT )), which we abbrevi-
ate to SIT (eT ), allows a target component eT to be used from within an S-language expression. Compiler
correctness can now be stated as observational equivalence in the combined language: if eS compiles to eT ,
then eS is observationally equivalent to SIT (eT ). Direct proofs of observational equivalence—also known
as contextual equivalence—are known to be intractable. We will define a logical relation for the combined
language that corresponds to contextual equivalence and use that to carry out the proof of compiler correct-
ness. Note that we do not use the multi-language semantics for running actual multi-language programs;
its purpose is to serve as a specification of the desired source-target relationship, allowing us to state and
prove compiler correctness. This specification also enables reasoning about the whole-program behavior of
eT linked with e0T in terms of the whole-program behavior of eS linked with SIT (e0T ). Most importantly,
note that we have not imposed any restrictions on the provenance of e0T . We give further details in Section 2.

Why ML and Rust? We focus on the statically typed languages ML and Rust because they offer more
interesting semantic challenges for interoperability: that is, one of our goals is to try to maximize interoper-
ability with less precisely typed and type-unsafe components while ensuring that those interactions respect
the ML or Rust type system. We believe that these interoperability challenges make compositional compiler
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